Magnetic nanoparticle labeling of astrocytes derived for neural transplantation.
Astrocytes are a major transplant cell population to promote neural repair in a range of pathological conditions. In this context, the development of robust methods to label neural transplant populations (for subsequent detection and cell tracking in vivo) is key for translational applications. Magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (MNP)-based vector systems offer a range of advantages for neural cell transplantation, notably, as contrast agents for magnetic resonance imaging, which allows for MNP-labeled cells to be detected using minimally invasive methods. Additionally, MNPs have other key features such as safety, the potential for linking with genetic material/drugs, and magnetic cell targeting. Therefore, MNPs can potentially be developed as a multipurpose nanoplatform for neural cell transplantation. The feasibility of labeling astrocytes derived for transplantation with MNPs has not been assessed to date. Here, we have established simple protocols to safely label astrocytes with MNPs; the survival and differentiation of labeled cells was assessed in three dimensional neural tissue arrays. Additionally, we have established the major mechanisms of MNP uptake by astrocytes.